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Summary

The sampling structure D (^2, t, d) has bean discussed to bring a class of
acceptable estimators for population mean. To devolve sequential
estimation the probability samples have been used with a class of
acceptable estimators. Ultimately sampling terminates if and when the
risk function of D touches a fixed or a minimum value.

Introduction

Wald (1947) used concept of admissible decisions in decision
theory. Godambe (1960), Roy and Chakravorty (1960) and Hanurav
(1968) applied the admissibility concept to sampling theory. Murthy
and Singh (1969), Joshi (1968) Prabhu Ajgaonkar (1969) and others
contributed on best and admissible estimators in sampling for finite
population. Singh (1977) has applied the concept to sequential
sampling with some modification and a class of acceptable estimators
has been discussed. The probability samples with variable sample
size have been used and an attempt has been made to devolve
sequential estimation with a class of acceptable estimators.

Definition 1.

Let a finite population u consist N distinguishable units Ui
associated with a real variate yi, i=l, 2....... N. A parameter
6= [£=(>'1, J2,—, 3'iv)] is a point in the Euclidean space or class of
point sets (for bravity class R).

Usually the problem is to estimate 0 on the basis of individuals
I sampled from the population « and the values associated them,
i.e., on the basis of j (s, xi € s) where j is a subset of u drawn with a
given sampling design p.

•The work was supported partially by a grant from the University Grants
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Sampling Design : is any function p on A, the set of all possible
subsets of >y of wsuch that p (s) 0, S (j)=l, s ^ A.

Probability Field : consider a non-negative function P defined for
every combination (jji> Jjn) of j;. A probability measure may
be constructed in which the combination -.Jin) will be sampled
with probability proportionate to P (jji, 2,...,jj„) over the combi
nation such that SP=1 and it will be referred as a probability
field (O).

Definition 2.

Parametric Functions : Let us consider the parametric functions
defined by Chaudhary and Singh (1979) say, 0 [=e (7)] that can be
expressed over the class A, i.e., a more general method to express a
parametric function may be

'2 'hi'Kaifiai) ...(1.1)

ai e A

where/(ai) is a single-valued set function defined over the class A, is
the summation over all sets 'ai' belonging to class A, nai is a probabi
lity measure defined over ai in the class A, and is some adjustment
constant.

Definition 3.

Sequential Estimators: A 'statistic't defined over the probabi
lity field is a function over the sample s. A statistic used to estimate
a parametric function 6 is called an estimator of 9 and a most general
form of a linear estimator may be

fiai) (f>{ai, -s)/^ <!> (ai, s) ...(1.2)
aiEA aiGs

where / {ai) is a function of point set ai in s, and 0 (ai, s) is a proba
bility measure defined over s with point ai in s.

Incase ^ (̂a/, j)=l, then the estimator t is called an
aiGs

unbiased estimators.

The estimator (1.2) may also be as

fia)p(ai, slEai)! ^ p{ai, sjEat) ...(1.3)
aiE.s aiSs-

where Eai is an event depending on the occurence of the set 'ai' in
sample s and p {ai, slEai) is a probability measure for ai when Eai has
occured.
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Definition 4.

Sampling System: It may be considered as the specification of
all,possible samples alongwith their probability fields over the combi
nation of units in the sample with reference to d, i.e., it is a combi
nation of estimators of ordered sequence of samples s from u with
probability field (£2) symbolically, F=F (t, fl).

Preliminaries (Sequential Estimates)

Let the units selected in the sample be Ui, U2,.-.>Un with variate
values ji, >'2,..., yn, respectively. The sampling procedure is sequen
tial with replacement, i.e., the units are selected 1— by —1, with
replacement, a sequential mean may be defined as

n

-(2.1)
/=/

where n is also a variate.

Which can also be expressed in terms of the previous esti
mators.

yn„j=(«-l)/« Vn-i+lln yn ...(2.2)
where f/n-i is the previous estimate, and yn is the observation under

consideration with as its probability of inclusion in the sample.

Thus a sampling system in the present procedure is as follows :

(/) after the first observation, the estimate is yi^yi with
probability field Oi={l} so as to form a sample of size 1.

(z'O after the second observation, the estimate is yi+i y2,
with probability field £22={I, so as to form a sample of
size 2 such that . .

s
ies

(Hi) after the third observation, the estimate isJi3=f 3*2+^ Ja
with probablitity field i23={f, §} so as to form a sample
of size 3 such that

s -
ies

and so on Thus sampling will contiuue,
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Another illustration of sequential estimate is

yn„,=(yr.-r+yn)!2 ...(2.3)

which gives equal importance to the value in hand (nth observation)
and the estimate on previous occasion, i.e.,yn-i-

Thus the sampling system in this case will be as follows :

(0 after the first observation, the estimate is yi=yi with
probability field {1} so as to form a sample of size 1.

(n) after the second observation, the estimate is3'2=i Ji+I yz
with probability field i22={i. i) so as to form a sample of
size 2 such that

2 Pi^i.

/Ej

(Hi) after the third observation, the estimate is Ji>3=| yz+i :>'3
with probability field n3={^, |} so as to form a sample of
size 3 such that

Thus sampling will continue.
If we expand (2.3), it can be seen that

=yJ2"-^+y2l2"-'̂ i-y3l2"-'+...+yn^il2^+ynl2 ...(2.4)

which gives rise to a sequential sampling with unequal probability to
different units.

The relations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) give the idea that these
simple estimators may be extended with generalized probablity
measures and can be written in a generalized form as

=""-1 > 1

= (1—n:n) J>n-i+ rtn Jnj

where 7Cn is the probability of introducing the nth unit in the sample,
and Tt„-i is the probability of getting yn-i when introducing the
nlh unit in the sample such that 7t„_i+iCn=l.

Here it should be noted that at every step of sampling the
relation between probabilities holds good. To make the idea more
clear for defining a sequential sample system with a probability field
generated, let us take an example to illustrate the concept by draw
ing samples ofsize 2, 3, . with some known variate values and with
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some defined probability measures. After selection of a first unit Ui
if a second unit Uz with its variate value yz will be included in the
sample with probability of inclusion (l+/))/2 then I7i with its variate
value ji will be included in sample (0 < ;? < 1) with probability
{l—p)l2. So the generated probability field is a set f22={(l—/7)/2,
il+p)l2} and the estimator tie^ may be written as

y2=yiil-p)l2+yz(l+p)l2

Further if a third unit U3 with variate value ya is included in
the sample with probability of inclusion n3=(l+p)/3 then the changed
generated probability field is a set ii3={(l —p)l'i, (l+;')/3} and hence
the estimator tseq may be written as

yz=y2. (1-/')/3 +73 X(1+/7)/3.
Succeeding in,a similar manner and assuming ;'4,.--the variate

values at 4th,...draws, the system of sequential sampling may be
continued.

It can be shown that the estimators defined by (2.2), (2.3),
(2.4), and (2.5) are unbiased at every step of sampling i.e., the
sequential meanjCsm is an unbiased estimator of f.

Sequential Decision Rule

Before deciding how the sampling process will terminate, some
terms used within the text may be defined :

A sequential decision rule is a pair (^, S) in which <)!i is a stopp
ing rule and S is a terminal rule.

Stopping Rule : A stopping rule is a sequence of function

(f) (;;)=(^o, (f>i (Ji). ^2 (yu yz),---) ...(3.1)

with <l>3 (j'l, j2,...jj) such that 0 < < 1 for ally.

Where (f> stands for conditional probability that the experi
menter will cease sampling, given that he has taken 7 observations.

Terminal Rule : A terminal rule is a sequence of functions

5 (j')=(So, Si, iyi), S2 {yi, js),...) ...(3.2)
for all j.

Sj is a sequential terminal rule for a statistical decision problem
in the probability distribution o--field for which expected loss E
[0 {<ft, S)] is finite.

Risk Function ; The risk function of a sequential decision rule
((f>, 8) is the expected value of the risk when 6 is the true value of
the parameter and will be denoted as [9, (<f>, 8)], ,..(3.3)
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Sampling Structure : A sampling system F alongwith its risk
function d defined over tlie probability field Q is called a sampling
structure for estimation of e, symbolically,

D=D{F,d)={t,0.,d) ...(3.4)

A sampling structure D is said to be unbiased if t is an unbias
ed estimator of 0.

A sampling structure is said to be ultimate acceptable if t is
consistent and a minimum risk unbiased estimator (MRUE). If the
risk of Di is smaller than that of Dz, i.e., di<d2, then ti is said be
an acceptable estimator.

Acceptable Estimators

Let us attempt to develop a most acceptable form of a sampl
ing structure D. If or when the risk function of D touches a fixed
or a minimum value, the process will be terminated.

Given by a sequential scheme the sample units, arranged in
ascending order of their unit indices form an 'order statistic' which
may be written as

^=[^(1), J(2), ..., y{n)]
Another order statistic if all units are distinct, may be for

med

J'(2), ...,>'(»)]

Such statistics are sufficient to form a class of estimators which
belong to some defined probability fields. Let us consider sequential
sampling with replacement method in which two types of
estimators of population mean are defined as

yn=j/«=ave of all sample units, and
y»=j'/v=ave of all v distinct units in the sample.

In a sequential sample with n as variate size the number of
distinct units v is also a random variate. So a generalized form of
sequential estimators of the population mean may be written as

yn,,='f'ii^)+Mv)yv ...(4.1)
where ^i(v) and (pziv) are two functions.

If the number of distinct units v in the sample is taken as given,
we have,

Eiynjv) =^{[^i(v) -f- Uv)y.]/v}
= <i>iiv)+Mv)T

Therefore Eiy„J =EiU^^)+EiUv))f ...(4.2)
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Obviously the necessary_ and suflBcient conditions of
being an unbiased estimator of Y are

£(^i(v))=0 and £'(<^2(v))=l ...(4,3)

In order to choose an acceptable estimator from the field, the
risk function of sampling structure Z) should be minimized.^ Thus
the problem is to choose unbiased estimators in O, which have a
minimum variance and satisfy the conditions in (4.3). Hence we can
minimize the variance

V(y„J^v{Uymy)y^)
Firstly, we find the variance ofyv when v is given, i.e.,

V{%Jy)={\lv-\lN)S^
where S^=No^liN—l)

Also we know that the variance of a variate is the sum of the
expected value of the conditional variance and the variance of the
conditional expected value or symbolically,

V(x)=Ei(y2ix)HVi{Ezix))

Thus we get,

+E[i>iiv)+'f>2{y)yv-E{(hiv)+h{v]yW •••(4.4)

To choose a sampling structure which gives unbiased estima
tors having, uniformly minimum risk, a proper choice of ^i(v) and
^2(v) should be made in conformity with conditions in (4.3).
Minimizing the first term in (4.4) which involves ^2(v) only, we have
by using Swartz's inequality,

^2(v)=(l/v- lim-^IEillv-l/iV)-i
=vNKN-v)lE(vNI(N-v)) ...(4,5)

Minimizing the sccond term in (4.4) in terms of
we have,

^i(v)=r(l —^2(v)) ...(4.6)

Since (4.6) expresses ^6i(v) in terms of unknown population
parameterF, the value of 0i(v) cannot be determined except the case
where ^2(v)=l. Thus reduces to only and it is one of the
explanations that the sample size was fixed in advance in random
samples. If some prior information about T is available say J then
(4.6) may be written as

— ...(4.7)
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Hence the estimator (4.1) becomes

- vNliN- v)IE{vNKN- V))]
+ vNI{N-v)lE{vNI(N~v))j^ ...(4.8)

On the other hand if no information about X is given then
taking Z=0, we write (4.8) as

vmvNKN- v))y, ...(4.9)

Further if v/iV canbe ignored then (4.8) and (4.9) become

>„*^^=^(l-v/^(v))+v/£(v)> ...(4.10)
and

respectively.

In relations (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) some sequential
estimators of mean have been derived and they can generate com
monly used estimators if some restrictions are imposed. In order
to define a sampling structure D completely, the risk function should
be derived or in other words the sampling variance of these esti
mators should be calculated. Since the estimators (4.8) and (4.9)
involve the term E (vNI{N—v)) which requires a ready reference and
hence it has been postponed to discuss them at present. Now we
have considered the estimators given in (4.10) and (4.11) and their
sampling variances have been derived.

If Vis taken as given, we have,

V{yvh)={\lv-\IN)S^
therefore,

yOv)={E{\lv)-llN)S^=kS^ ...(5.1)
Similarly we find that

V{y**^[E{v)-^-E{y-^)lN{E{vy'']S^
^S6Q

+f2(nv)/(£(v))2) ...(5.2)
Comparing (5.1) and (5.2) we get,

F(3'.)-F(>-= kl -kl 2- ...(5.3)
where

k\ =[E{v)E{\lv)]lE{v) +Viv)lNiEiv))^
and

k\ =F(v)/(£(v))2
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Since £'(v)£(l/v)>l and therefore co-efiBcient of both and
are positive. Hence we conclude that is better than

f/ if cv< IkM -(5.4)
"sea

worse otherwise.

Similarly the variance of the eastimator given by (4.10) may be
obtained by

V(y* )=nvlE{v) (y-T)

So if we have some prior information of 2", we find that there
is only a change, viz.,yv has been replaced by (Jo—X). Thus pro
ceeding on similar lines as above it can be shown easily that is
better than

if SW--X)^<kll kl ...(5.5)

worse otherwise.

This result also shows that if X provides a close approxima
tion to f then it is always belter to use y* rather than }v.

"«a
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